
2. Provide and manage UranÎng and work usin infomation provided by OSA to prepare
required. procedures and lzainng workbooks;,

3. Panticipate with OSA in establishing a mutzUay agreed-upon ±lgt 4 ermn plan
identiying the investgaton and measurements to be obtained with teTE

4. Provide prefiight and post±lfight baseline data collection coordination and
accommodations;

5. Laimch the mission-withi the TRE on board and support operations ofthe TPE during
the mission;

6. During flight operaions, accommodate the CSA-sponsored principal investigator and
CSA peronnel in the appropriate payload monitoring area;

7. Provide preffight integration and postflgh deintegration of the TRE scientific data and
hardware and transfer to CSA,'

S. Serve as liaison for the manifest and resource allocation of the TR£;

9. Provide project management and serve as interface to mission mnanag ement for the
development, implementation, and accommodation of the TRE.

OSA, for its part, will carrY OUI the following responsibilities:

I.Provide to NASA in a timely nianner the app- priate technical documentation on the
TRE, including safety, verification, certification, and acceptance testing, as well as al
other documentation required by the mission management organization, in order to
facilitate NASA integration of the TRE into the mission;

2. Provide to the Johinson Space Center (JSC) Institutional Review Board documentation
and obtain approval of the expeiment ftom their own Instrumental Raview Board-

3. Participate with NASA in establishing a mutuaily agreed-upon flight experiment plan
identifying the investigations and measm ents to be obtaioed with the TPE;

4. Support selected mission review/meetings as ideatified by the LMS or the Shuttie
mniddeck mission manager, aid/or JSC project manager

5. support crew training ai the appropriate NASA sites and provide TRE
equiprasut, both flight and training units, as required to support training;

6. Participate with NASA in the development aid conduct of an appropriate training and
baseline data collection propunm;


